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Abstract 

Phase is the most fundamental physical quantity when we study an oscillatory time series, and 

there are a lot of tools aiming to estimate phase. Most existing tools are developed based on the 

well-developed analytic function model. Unfortunately, this approach might not be suitable for 

several modern signals, particularly biomedical signals, due to the intrinsic complicated structure, 

and the lack of standard methods on how to estimate phases. Specifically, different recording 

equipment for the same physiological system might lead to different phases based on existing 
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tools, and the same recording equipment for different subjects might vary from subject to subject, 

even if the cycling periods are the same. The lack of consensus, or standard, might lead to the 

challenge of reproducibility, communication, and scientific interpretation. In face of this challenge, 

we propose the use of the recently developed adaptive non-harmonic model and 

synchrosqueezing transformation to standardize the phase information extraction. To illustrate the 

scientific impact of the proposed standardization and tools, we show analysis results in two 

different physiological signals with clinical applications. 

 

1. Introduction 

Phase is the most fundamental physical quantity when we study an oscillatory (or 

periodic) signal. It has been studied over centuries and is a standard material covered in signal 

processing, communication, physics, and almost all scientific related fields. In the layman’s 

language, the phase of an oscillatory signal is the relative value of the signal within the span of a 

single oscillatory period (Figure 1a). It is closely related to the notion of frequency and period. In 

biomedicine, the phase contains crucial physiological information; for example, the pulse transit 

time is the phase relationship between the electrocardiogram (ECG) and the 

photoplethysmogram (PPG), and it reflects the blood pressure [1, 2]; the coupling between the 

heart and lung, usually known as the cardiopulmonary coupling (CPC), is quantified by evaluating 

the relationship between the phases of the heart rate and respiratory signal [3]; the coupling 

between different frequency bands of the electroencephalogram (EEG) has been well explored in 

the neuroscience society [4, 5]  

 

Historically, there has been rich literature discussing theoretical foundation of phase 

function, for example [6-10], which is far from an exhaustive list. The widely accepted model for 

the phase function is the analytic function model [6, 10, 11] proposed by Gabor back in 1946 [10], 

based on which most existing theory and phase extraction algorithms are developed. The Hilbert 
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transform [12]  with or without a bandpass filter design or its variations [13], time frequency (TF) 

analysis tools like continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [14] or others [15, 16], Blaschke 

decomposition [18] or adaptive Fourier transform [17], or even empirical mode decomposition 

[19], are commonly applied algorithms. This analytic function model and associated algorithms 

(hereafter called traditional approach) have been successfully applied to various scientific fields, 

like the communication system.  

However, in biomedicine, depending on the signals, this traditional approach might be 

limited. For example, it has been a standard and widely applied [20], and it is claimed in Le Van 

Quyen M., et al. [21] that there are minor differences between the Hilbert transform and CWT on 

the intracranial or scalp EEGs. However, for other oscillatory physiological signals, like the 

respiratory signal, PPG and peripheral venous pressure (PVP) [42], its application might be 

problematic due to the non-sinusoidal pattern and time-varying frequency and amplitude. 

Moreover, even for the same sensor, the oscillatory patterns may vary from one subject to 

another, or even from time to time on the same subject, and this varying oscillatory pattern further 

impacts the estimated phase if we apply the traditional approach.  

A critical question to ask for the biomedical research is if the traditional approach is 

suitable, and in what sense. To properly answer the question, we need to have a consensus on 

the phase function. To the best of our knowledge, while it has been well answered in, for 

example, the radio engineering in communication or information processing, this topic is not 

systematically discussed in biomedicine, except some reports [21]. The lack of consensus, or 

standard, might lead to the challenge of reproducibility, communication, and scientific 

interpretation.  

Inspired by this scientific need, we provide a standardization of the phase function 

estimation in this article. We start from modeling an oscillatory biomedical time series. This model 

generalizes the traditional analytic function model and offers a platform to standardize the 

definition and interpretation of what a phase function should be. We then advocate estimating the 
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standardized phase by a novel nonlinear-type TF analysis tool, the synchrosqueezing transform 

(SST)  [22, 23]. The proposed standardization resolves the above-mentioned limitations and have 

various immediate applications, including information sharing, discussion of the scientific findings 

among different equipment, etc. We demonstrate how to apply the proposed standardization by 

analyzing two clinical databases. 

 

2. What is phase? A standardization of the terminology and 

model 

To determine the phase of an oscillatory biomedical time series, we face the following 

fundamental question – what is phase? We describe existing models and introduce the proposed 

standardized one. A summary of the relationship among these models can be found in Figure 1b.  

 

2.1. Harmonic function 

In the textbook setup [12] , for a given oscillatory time series, common features 

associated with the oscillatory behavior are the frequency, which represents how fast the signal 

oscillates, the amplitude, which represents how strongly the signal oscillates at that frequency, 

and phase shift. Mathematically, this oscillatory signal is expressed by the harmonic function:  

𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑒!(#$%&'(),         (1) 

where 𝑎 > 0 is the amplitude, 𝜉 > 0 is its frequency, and 𝜑 is the phase shift, which is a number 

between 0 and 2𝜋. We call the function 𝜉𝑡 + 𝜑 the phase function, which physically describes the 

status of an oscillation at time 𝑡. See Figure 2a for an example, where we use the Euler’s formula 

to represent 𝐹(𝑡) in its real and imaginary parts. Given 𝐹(𝑡), it is transparent to evaluate the 

phase function directly by unwrapping the function *(&)|*(&)|
= *(&)

,
= 𝑒!(#$%&'() by finding the angle of 
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the complex number 𝑒!(#$%&'(). Usually, the signal we record is real-valued; that is, the signal is 

usually of the format  

𝑓(𝑡) = acos	(2𝜋𝜉𝑡 + 𝜑)        (2) 

with the same meaning and condition for 𝑎, 𝜉, and 𝜑. A common practice is applying the Hilbert 

transform to convert 𝑓(𝑡) to 𝐹(𝑡), and then get the phase function. 

 

2.2. Generalization of harmonic function 

In practice, however, most physiological signals are not harmonic since they oscillate with 

time-varying frequency and amplitude. For example, a subject might breathe at different rate at 

different moments [24]. We propose to quantify this behavior by the following mathematical 

model: 

𝐹-(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑒!#$((&),       (3) 

where 𝐴(𝑡) is a smooth positive function and 𝜑(𝑡) is a smooth monotonically increasing function. 

We call 𝜑′(𝑡), the derivative of 𝜑(𝑡), the instantaneous frequency (IF) and 𝐴(𝑡) the amplitude 

modulation (AM) of the function 𝐹-(𝑡) [23]. The phase function we are concerned with in this 

paper is defined as 𝜑(𝑡). See Figure 2a for an example. Clearly, (1) is a special case of (3) when 

the AM is a positive constant function, the IF is a positive constant function, and the phase is a 

linear function. Physically, at time 𝑡, the signal 𝐹-(𝑡) repeats itself in about 1/𝜑′(𝑡) seconds with 

the oscillatory magnitude 𝐴(𝑡). This function has been shown to well approximate several 

physiological signals [25, 26] . For this model, since |𝐹-(𝑡)| = 𝐴(𝑡), the phase can be easily 

uniquely evaluated by unwrapping *!(&)
|*!(&)|

= 𝑒!#$((&). 

 In practice, the signal is real and satisfies 

𝑓-(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)cos	(2𝜋𝜑(𝑡)),       (4) 
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and the meanings of 𝜑′(𝑡), 𝜑(𝑡), and 𝐴(𝑡) are the same that those in (3). Unlike the relationship 

between (1) and (2), we face the first challenge in evaluating the phase function, which 

sometimes is called the Vakmans’ problem [27-29] . The usual practice is applying the Hilbert 

transform to recover 𝐹-(𝑡) from 𝑓-(𝑡); however, it is not usually mathematically correct. First, 𝐹-(𝑡) 

is not an analytic function, nor a unitary function [6]. Moreover, the Hilbert transform cannot 

recover 𝐹-(𝑡) unless some specific conditions are satisfied [9, 30], but these conditions are limited 

[6] and might not be practically possible.  

We emphasize that the model could be physically accurate and widely applied while not 

mathematically correct [6]; for example, the frequency modulation with high carrier frequency 

model in the radar communication. However, for the biomedical time series, this model might also 

be physiologically inaccurate, and hence in general the phase defined under the model (3) cannot 

be applied or even correctly interpreted. See Figures 4a and 6a for examples.  

Despite the above limitations, it has been found that with some reasonable conditions, we 

can move forward with the model (4). A reasonable condition is the slowly varying AM and IF [22, 

23]; that is, the AM and IF change slowly compared with the IF. When this condition is satisfied, 

(4) is called the intrinsic mode-type function (IMT). This model reflects physiological homeostasis 

– the variability from cycle to cycle does not change dramatically during a short time without 

external stimulations, while the system might migrate from one status to another over a long 

period. Under such a condition, it is shown in [22] that the phase can be uniquely defined up to a 

negligible error, and it does make sense to define the phase to be the same as that in the model 

(3).  

 

2.3. More realistic model – multiple components and wave-shape function 

We need to handle more challenges since there are detailed features that cannot be 

captured by the IMT function. One particular feature is the non-sinusoidal oscillatory pattern. For 

example, ECG or PPG usually do not oscillate like a sine wave. Moreover, usually a biomedical 
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signal is composed of several components with different physiological interpretations. For 

example, the PPG signal is composed of one hemodynamic component and one respiratory 

component known as the respiratory induced intensity variation (RIIV) [31]; the respiratory signal 

is composed of one respiratory component, and one hemodynamic component known as the 

cardiogenic artifact [32]. These observations lead to the following model: [33, 34] 

𝑓(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑓.(𝑡)/
.01 ,        (5) 

where   

 𝑓.(𝑡) = 𝐴.(𝑡)𝑠.(𝜑.(𝑡)),        (6) 

for each 𝑙 = 1,… , 𝐿, 𝐴.(𝑡) and 𝜑.(𝑡) have the same meanings as those in (3), and 𝑠. is a real 1-

periodic function with the unitary energy. We call 𝑓.(𝑡) the 𝑙-th oscillatory component of the signal 

𝑓(𝑡), and 𝑠.(𝑡) the wave-shape function of the 𝑙-th oscillatory component. The model (5) is called 

the adaptive nonharmonic model (ANHM) [33, 34]. See Figure 2a for a simulated example with a 

non-sinusoidal oscillatory signal when 𝐿 = 1, and Figures 2b and 2c for several physiological 

signals. Clearly, (5) is a generalization of (4). Indeed, when 𝐿 = 1 and 𝑠1(𝑡) = cos	(2𝜋𝑡), (5) is 

reduced to (4). This ANHM will be our base to standardize the definition of phase for a biomedical 

signal.  

We start from the case when 𝐿 = 1 in (5). Intuitively, 𝑠(𝜑(𝑡)) in 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓1(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑠(𝜑(𝑡)) 

is nothing but “stretching” the periodic signal 𝑠(𝑡) by the monotonic signal 𝜑(𝑡), and then “scaling” 

by the positive function 𝐴(𝑡). We thus define the phase function of 𝑓(𝑡) to be 𝜑(𝑡). We need to 

mention a critical possible confusion point here. When the Hilbert transform is applied to 𝑓1(𝑡), 

𝑓(𝑡) can be written as the real part of 𝑎@(𝑡)𝑒!#$(2(&), where if we enforced 𝑎@(𝑡) > 0, 𝜑@(𝑡) might not 

be a monotonic increasing function. In the traditional approach, the widely accepted definition of 

phase function of 𝑓(𝑡) as 𝜑@(𝑡). See a simulation in Figure 3 as an example of such model and 

approach. Note that the recovered phase function might be non-monotonic, and this approach is 

sensitive to the input signal, even if two signals shown in Figure 3 are “visually similar”. This fact 
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comes from the “winding” effect from the complex analysis perspective. This example 

demonstrates some challenges we might encounter when we use the analytic function model.  

To look deeper into this phenomenon, recall a different interpretation of the signal 𝑓(𝑡) =

𝑓1(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑠(𝜑(𝑡)). When 𝑠(𝑡) is smooth enough, (5) could be expanded as by the Fourier series 

as 

 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)∑ 𝑎3𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑙𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑘)4
301 ,      (7) 

where we assume 𝑎3 > 0, and set 𝑎3 ≥ 0 for 𝑘 > 1, 𝑏3 is between 0 and 2𝜋, and ∑ 𝑎3#4
301 = 1 is 

the energy. If we rewrite (5) in the format of (7), the interpretation of 𝑓(𝑡) is different – it is an 

oscillatory signal with multiple sinusoidal oscillatory components. We follow the tradition in signal 

processing and call 𝑎3 cos(2𝜋𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑘) the fundamental component and 𝑎3 cos(2𝜋𝑘𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑏3), 

𝑘 > 1, the (𝑘 − 1)-th multiple (harmonics) of the fundamental component. Clearly, the phase 

function 𝜑(𝑡) we consider in this work is the phase function of the fundamental component, while 

the phase in the traditional approach, 𝜑@(𝑡), contains information not only from the fundamental 

component, but also from all harmonics. As a result, sometimes researchers apply a bandpass 

filter before applying the Hilbert transform. However, due to the time-varying frequency and 

amplitude, this approach might mix up spectral information of different components. In short, 

while the model (5) could model various physiological time series, traditional approach might not 

work as expected. 

Now, we argue why it is better to define the phase to be 𝜑(𝑡) instead of 𝜑@(𝑡) for 𝑓(𝑡) =

𝑓1(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑠(𝜑(𝑡)) by taking physiological knowledge into account. Take ECG signal as an 

example, where the IF, AM and the wave-shape function have their own physiological meanings. 

The wave-shape function of the ECG signal reflects the electrical pathway inside the heart, where 

the sensor is put, the heart anatomy, etc. Several clinical diseases are diagnosed by reading the 

wave-shape function but not reading its decomposition in (7). Moreover, while time moves 

forward, the physiological status should “move forward”; that is, the phase function should be 

monotonically increasing. This physiological fact, combined with the fact shown in Figure 4a, 
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suggests that it is better to separate the wave-shape function from the phase function as in (5), 

which is precisely our definition of the phase function. In summary, our phase function 𝜑(𝑡) 

describes at which status the oscillation is at each time, where the status is described by the 

wave-shape function. It is thus a better choice than the phase function 𝜑@(𝑡), which is a mix-up of 

this status information and the wave-shape function. Our definition has more benefits from the 

perspective of IF and AM. In the ECG example, it is well known that while the rate of the 

pacemaker is constant, the heart rate generally is not constant. The discrepancy comes from 

neural and neuro-chemical influences on the pathway from the pacemaker to the ventricle. This 

non-constant heartbeat rate could be modeled as the IF of the ECG. Moreover, the AM of the 

ECG reflects the breathing activity via the thoracic impedance. If we take model (7) into account, 

the interpretation of IF and AM might not be physiological. 

 Finally, we discuss the case when 𝐿 > 1. In the traditional approach, we may define the 

phase function 𝜑@(𝑡) via the Hilbert transform. But we may have interpretation problem even if 

𝑠.(𝑡) = cos	(2𝜋𝑡) for 𝑙 = 1,… , 𝐿, since the phase information of different oscillatory components 

might be mixed-up. This leads to the same problem shown in Figure 3 discussed above, since the 

signal in (5) with 𝐿 = 1 is a special case when written in (7). To resolve this issue, we propose to 

define the phase of (5) to be a collection of phase functions associated with oscillatory 

components; that is, given 𝑓(𝑡) in (5), the phase function is a set of phase functions 𝜑.(𝑡), 𝑙 =

1,… , 𝐿. Take the PPG as an example. Since the PPG is composed of two oscillatory components 

with different physiological contents, it makes perfect sense to describe the phase of each 

component separately. However, if we view these two oscillatory components together and define 

its phase in the traditional approach, it might be challenging to interpret what this phase function 

tells us.  

In summary, we propose to use model (5) to describe various oscillatory physiological 

signals, and the associated phase function can be standardized and defined unambiguously with 

physiological meanings. We mention that since the first proposal was published in [33], there 
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have been several generalizations to capture different aspects of this kind of signals [34]. To 

avoid mathematical complications, we focus on (5) in this paper. 

 

3. Methodology 

We provide an algorithm to estimate the standardized phase function of the signal (5). The Matlab 

implementation is available in http://hautiengwu.wordpress.com/. 

3.1. Synchrosqueezing transform 

We summarize the SST algorithm, a novel nonlinear-type TF analysis tool [23], which sets 

the foundation for the phase estimation algorithm, and refer readers to an introductory article for 

more details [42]. Fix the Gaussian function ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑒5&". In general, the window function ℎ(𝑡) can 

be chosen to be anything that is smooth, centered at 0 and decays fast enough. The short time 

Fourier transform (STFT) [15,16] is carried out by the following formula 

𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉) = ∫𝑓(𝑡)ℎ(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑒5!#$&%𝑑𝑡,      (8) 

where 𝜉 is a scalar that means the frequency. When 𝑥 is fixed, the function 𝑉(6)(𝑥,∙) is the Fourier 

transform of 𝑓(𝑡)ℎ(𝑡 − 𝑥), which is the truncated 𝑓(𝑡) by ℎ centered at 𝑥. Mathematically, we call 

the set of pairs (𝑥, 𝜉)	the TF domain, and 𝑉(6) is the TF representation (TFR) of 𝑓(𝑡) via STFT. 

Note that STFT provides a complex-valued function defined on the TF domain, and the angle of 

each complex value (also confusingly called phase) contains extra information about the signal. 

Next, evaluate the reassignment rule 

Ω(6)(𝑥, 𝜉) = 1
!#$

7#8(%)(9,%)
8(%)(9,%)

	,       (9) 

when V(6)(𝑥, 𝜉) is nonzero and −∞ otherwise. Finally, reallocate STFT coefficients according to 

the reassignment rule: 

S(6)(𝑥, 𝜂) = ∫ 𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉)𝛿|;5<(9,%)|(𝜉)𝑑𝜉
4
- ,     (10) 
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where 𝜂 > 0	is the frequency and 𝛿 is the Dirac delta measure. S(6) is the TFR of 𝑓(𝑡) provided by 

SST. The main benefit of SST is enhancing the contrasts of TFR and alleviate the possible 

spectral mix-up between different components. The key ingredient of SST is the fact that the 

reassignment rule tells us how fast the signal oscillates at each time. Indeed, if  𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉) =

|𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉)|𝑒=>(%)(9,%) is nonzero, we have log U𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉)V = logWX𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉)XY + iΦ(6)(𝑥, 𝜉). Since 

7#8(%)(9,%)
8(%)(9,%)

= 𝜕9 log U𝑉(6)(𝑥, 𝜉)V, Φ(6)(𝑥, 𝜉) encodes “how much” the signal has oscillated at 

frequency 𝜉 up to time 𝑥, and its derivative gives us how fast the signal oscillates at time 𝑥. SST 

has been widely studied, and there have been several generalizations of SST. We refer readers 

to [35] for a recent review of SST. For readers with interest in theoretical results and statistical 

inference, we refer them to [22, 23, 36]. 

 

3.2. Obtain the standardized phase 

With the TFR of 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓1(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑠(𝜑(𝑡)) by SST, the phase can be estimated via the 

following two steps. First, suppose the TFR 𝑆(6) is discretized as a 𝑁 ×𝑚 matrix, where 𝑁 means 

the number of signal sampling points, and 𝑚 means the number of frequency bins. The 

fundamental frequency is extracted via [22] 

											𝑐∗ = max
@∈B'(

∑ log c	 CD(%)(@(E),E)C
∑ ∑ CD(%)(G,!)C(

)*+
'
,*+

	d − 𝜆∑ |𝑐(𝑛) − 𝑐(𝑛 − 1)|#H
E0#

H
E01 ,  (11) 

where 𝜆 > 0 is a parameter chosen by the user, 𝑍I = {1,2, … ,𝑚}, and 𝑐∗ is a 𝑁 dim vector 

representing a curve on the TFR. In this work, we choose 𝜆=0.5. The first term in this optimization 

fits the TFR with a curve that captures the most intense pixels in the TFR, while the second term 

imposes the smoothness constraint on the extracted curve. According to the established theory 

[22, 23], suppose the tick of the 𝑗th bin in the frequency axis is 𝑗∆𝜉, the IF of the fundamental 

component at time 𝑖∆𝑡 is 𝑐∗(𝑖)∆𝜉.    

 Next, we reconstruct the fundamental component: 
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 𝑓m(𝑖∆𝑡) = ∫ 𝑆(6)(	𝑖∆𝑡, 𝜁)𝑑𝜁@∗(!)∆%'K
@∗(!)∆%5K ,       (12) 

where 𝛿 > 0 is chosen by the user. That is, at time 𝑖∆𝑡, we sum up the frequency band centered 

at the IF 𝑐∗(𝑖)∆𝜉, with the bandwidth 𝛿. In this work, we choose 𝛿=0.1. According to the 

established theory [22, 23], 𝑓m well approximates the complex form of the fundamental component 

of the oscillation ingredient we have interest; that is, 𝑓m(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑎1𝑒!(#$((&)'L+) up to a negligible 

error. Therefore, according to the model (6), since 𝐴(𝑡)𝑎1 is not zero, the phase can be estimated 

by unwrapping 𝑓m(𝑡)/|𝑓m(𝑡)|. We mention that from the filter theory perspective, this approach can 

be understood as a time-varying band-pass filter, where the band is determined in a local way, 

compared with the fixed band approach like that in the band-pass filter or CWT approaches. By 

repeating this procedure, we obtain the phase function of all oscillatory components when 𝐿 > 1 

in (5). In Figure 3, we illustrate the estimated phase of a simulated chirp signal with non-

sinusoidal oscillation. Clearly, the trouble we encountered in the traditional approach is 

eliminated. As we will discuss below, even if the IFs of different components have separate 

ranges, it is not always a good idea to apply the bandpass filter, in particular when the signal 

oscillates with IF and AM. 

Below, we demonstrate how to apply the proposed standardization and tools in two databases. 

 

4. First testbed -- COPD 

4.1. Material 

The first database comes from a prospective study that recruits patients with a clinical 

diagnosis chronic pulmonary obstructive disease (COPD) according to the Global Initiative for 

Obstructive Lung Disease Criteria at Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH), Linkou, Taiwan, 

from January 2019 to December 2019. The ethics committee of CGMH approved the study. All 

participants signed informed consent before enrollment. Patients with heart failure (Ejection 

fraction <40%), lung cancer, atrial fibrillation, using anti-arrhythmic agents and using oxygen were 
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excluded. Total of 52 patients were included, with impaired pulmonary function test with FVC 

(Forced vital capacity) 81% (42%-130%) and FEV1(Forced expiratory volume in 1st second) 60% 

(21-105%). Experiments were carried out in a quiet room with the temperature maintained at 22-

24 oC. Patients were instructed to avoid bronchodilators such as beta-2 agonists, xanthene 

derivatives, alcohol and coffee before the experimental test. The skin was abraded with gel then 

cleaned with alcohol to reduce skin electrode impedance before ECG electrodes attachment. 

Before the examination, blood pressure, heart rate, and oxygen saturation were recorded. They 

wore the pulse oximeter on the finger and ECG electrodes on the chest wall. We recorded the 

flow signal for 5 minutes continuously. To avoid any signal quality issue, before the recording, the 

patient practiced breathing via the flow tube for 45 seconds. Three Actiwave devices were used 

for recording flow signal and ECG signal. Recording signals were transferred via European Data 

Format to LabChart 8 analysis software (ADInstruments, USA), and then exported to text files for 

analysis. 

We will show how the estimated phase function influences the widely used algorithm 

called synchrogram proposed in [37] to quantify the CPC [38, 39]. The synchrogram is composed 

of two steps. First, calculate the phase functions of the instantaneous heart rate (IHR) and the 

respiratory signal. Then, quantify the phase locking by the stroboscope idea to depict the CPC. 

The R peaks are determined by the standard R peak detection algorithm, the impact of ventricular 

premature contraction is modified by the standard RRI correction algorithm [40] , and the IHR is 

determined by the standard interpolation of R peak to R peak interval (RRI) time series.  

4.2. Results  

For each subject, we simultaneously recorded three respiratory signals, including flow, 

impedance, and end-tidal CO2. See Figure 2b. It is clear that those signals have different 

morphologies encoding different physiological information, but their periods, or the length of 

respiratory cycles, are similar. As discussed above, the morphology is mainly captured by the 

multiples of the fundamental component. If this polymorphic behavior of respiratory signals is not 
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properly handled, the phase information might be contaminated. In Figure 4a, we show that with 

the bandpass filter (0.1-0.4 Hz) and the Hilbert transform, the phases of allsignals “look close”. 

But once we take the derivative, the IF’s of all channels are different. Moreover, the IF’s are not 

physiologically sensible. In Figure 4b, we show the TFR of those signals. We can see a clear and 

dominant curve around 0.5 Hz in each TFR, which means that the IF’s of all signals’ fundamental 

components are consistent. The estimated phases and their derivatives are also consistent 

among all channels. Compared with Figure 4a, the results by SST are more sensible and 

consistent.  

To further evaluate the benefit of the standardization, we claim that with the bandpass 

filter and the Hilbert transform, the CPC index determined by the synchrogram might vary from 

one respiratory signal to another. Obviously, this will limit scientific communication and 

reproducibility. We claim that this issue could be resolved by the proposed standardization and 

algorithm. The IHR, various respiratory signals, the associated TFRs determined by SST, and the 

associated synchrograms are shown in Figure 5a. It is clear that all TFRs share a common 

dominant curve. Also, note that while the three synchrograms might look different, actually they 

are similar up to a global phase shift that comes from the global phase shift inherited in the wave-

shape functions. The Bland-Altman plots of the CPC indices of 52 subjects determined from 

different phase estimation methods and different respiratory signals are shown in Figure 5b. It is 

clear that if the phase is estimated by SST, the coupling index is less impacted by the sensor 

types compared with the Hilbert transform approach. 

 

5. Second testbed -- LBNP 

5.1. Material 

 The second database comes from a prospective study that recruits normal subjects for 

the lower body negative pressure (LBNP) experiment that simulates blood loss. After approval of 

the protocol by the Yale University Human Committee, 36 healthy subjects of both sexes with age 
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18-40 years were recruited and provided written consent. Exclusion criteria were current 

pregnancy or any history of pulmonary, cardiac, or vascular disease including hypertension 

effectively treated with antihypertensive medication. Subjects were instructed to refrain from 

alcoholic and caffeinated beverages, strenuous exercise, and tobacco consumption for at least 12 

hours prior to the study. A negative pregnancy test was confirmed for all female subjects 

immediately before participation. Intravenous access was established as a precautionary 

measure, but fluids were not infused during the study. Each subject was monitored with various 

channels, but we only focus on the PPG and peripheral venous pressure (PVP) signal (Nonin 

Medical, Inc., Plymouth, MN). All data were digitized and continuously recorded to a laptop 

computer. Each procedure was performed in a climate-controlled laboratory at 72°F and 20% 

humidity. Details of the LBNP are well described [41]. Briefly, after the leg raising test and 

following a subsequent 5-minute equilibration period, the chamber was sealed to start the LBNP 

sequence. This entailed 3 minute phases during which the pressure was progressively decreased 

by 15 mmHg until either 3 minutes at -75 mmHg were completed or at any phase symptoms 

consistent with significant hypovolemia occurred including light headedness, nausea, diaphoresis, 

blurred vision, tingling in extremities, or a measured systolic blood pressure less than 80 mmHg. 

Once an endpoint was reached, pressure in the chamber was increased to -30 mmHg for 1 

minute then to 0 for 3 minutes before concluding the study. During the whole LBNP process, the 

hemodynamic is perturbed, and we demonstrate how the standardization and the proposed 

algorithm help estimate the phase of the hemodynamic component in the PPG and PVP. 

5.2. Results 

 The PPG and PVP simultaneously recorded from a healthy subject during the LBNP 

experiment are shown in Figure 2c, where we show the signals during the baseline and during 

the -75 mmHg pressure (simulating an 1,500cc blood loss). It is clear that for a single subject, the 

morphologies of the PPG and PVP may be different in different physiological status. In Figure 6a, 

we show the estimated phases by different bandpass filters with the Hilbert transform, and none 

of the results is sensible. In Figure 6b, we first show the TFRs of the PPG and PVP by SST. It is 
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clear that in both TFRs, there is a dominant curve starting at around 1.8Hz, surging to 2.5Hz in 

the 4/5 of the experiment, and then coming back to 2Hz. This reflects the fact that during a 

massive blood loss, tachycardia happens. There are more structures in the TFR of the PVP, like 

a dominant curve at 0.3Hz, and a vague curve around 1Hz from 600sec to 1100sec. The curve at 

0.3Hz is associated with the respiration, and the curve around 1Hz from 600sec to 1100sec is 

unknown and needs more exploration. Moreover, we see that the proposed phase estimation 

algorithm successfully give a sensible phase and IF, while the IF estimated by differentiating the 

phase of the PVP signal is noisy. It is not surprising since the PVP signal is usually noisy.  

 

6. Conclusion 

 Phase is an important quantity to describe an oscillatory signal. In this article, we show 

that the phase coming from the analytic function model and associated algorithms might not be 

suitable for biomedical signal analysis. We suggest standardizing the phase definition by 

modeling oscillatory biomedical time series by the ANHM and applying SST to extract the phase. 

We demonstrate how to use the proposed algorithm to obtain the standardized phase by applying 

it to different biomedical time series and provide a Matlab implementation for researchers. If this 

standardized phase information is properly used, it helps scientific research from different 

aspects, including information sharing, discussion of the scientific findings among different 

equipment, and others. 
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Figure 1: (a) The red curve on the top is the phase function associated with the ECG shown in the 
black curve, which ranges from 0 to 1 with the unit 2𝜋. The cycle indicated by the magenta box is 
zoomed in to illustrate the idea of phase with a clock-like circling plot, where the time flow is 
indicated by the gray arrows. The blue arrows below the ECG signal indicate the status 
associated the phase 0, and the red arrows above the ECG signal indicate the status associated 
with the phase 5𝜋/4. The phase 0 is associated with the R peaks, and the phase 5𝜋/4 is 
associated with the T end. In our proposed standardization, the phase is defined as a 
monotonically increasing function. This might cause some confusions in the illustrated phase in 
the red curve. Since the phase is the argument (or the angle) of the complex value, a phase value 
𝜃 is not different from a phase value 𝜃 + 2𝑘𝜋 for any integer 𝑘. Therefore, one way to plot the 
phase function is plotting the residue of the phase function by finding its value modulo 2𝜋.          
(b) A summary of models for the definition of phase function. The traditional phase is shown on 
the right hand side, and the proposed standardized phase is shown on the left hand side.  
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Figure 2: (a) illustration of simulated signals satisfying different models. Top: the harmonic model 

(1) 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑒!#$&; middle: the adaptive harmonic model (3) 𝑓(𝑡) = (1 + 0.3cos(𝑡)) 𝑒!#$(&'-.-#&"./); 

bottom: the wave-shape model (5) with 𝐿 = 1, 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑒!#$(&'-.-#&"./) + 0.95𝑒![O$P&'-.-#&"./Q'R]. The 

black and red curves are the real and imaginary parts of the complex form, respectively. (b) An 
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illustration of various respiratory signals recorded simultaneously. It is clear that the morphology 

of those respiratory signals are different, and this difference is mainly encoded in the multiples. 

(c) An illustration of photoplethymogram (PPG) and peripheral venous pressure (PVP) signals 

recorded simultaneously during the lower body negative pressure (LBNP) experiment. The four 

signals from top to bottom are the PPG signal during the baseline, the PPG signal during the -75 

mmHg negative pressure, the PVP signal during the baseline, and the PVP signal during the -75 

mmHg negative pressure. It is clear that the morphologies of the same channels are different 

during different physiological status, and this difference is mainly encoded in the multiples. 

 

 

Figure 3: An illustration of the potential problem the Hilbert transform might encounter. The first 

signal, the real part of 𝑓1(𝑡) = 𝑒!#$(&'-.-#&"./) + 0.95𝑒![O$P&'-.-#&"./Q'R], is shown on the left top panel, 

and the second signal, the real part of 𝑓#(𝑡) = 𝑒!#$(&'-.-#&"./) + 1.01𝑒![O$P&'-.-#&"./Q'R] is shown on 

the left bottom panel. Note that the real part of 𝑓#(𝑡) crosses zero due to the fact that the first 

harmonic has a larger amplitude than the fundamental component (red arrows). In the left middle 
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columns, the red lines are the difference of the phase of the fundamental component, 𝜑(𝑡) =

2𝜋(𝑡 + 0.02𝑡#.T), and the estimated phase 𝜑@(𝑡) by directly applying the Hilbert transform. It is 

clear that for  𝑓1(𝑡), there is an obvious zig-zag difference between the estimated phase function 

𝜑@(𝑡) and the proposed phase function 𝜑(𝑡). However, for 𝑓#(𝑡), there is an obvious cumulative 

phase estimation error as time evolves. This comes from the winding number issue due to the 

larger amplitude of the first harmonic. Due to the frequency modulation, the bandpass filter or 

continuous wavelet transform does not work as well (results not shown). In the right middle 

columns, the time-frequency representations of 𝑓1(𝑡) and 𝑓#(𝑡) determined by the 

synchrosqueezing transform (SST) are shown. In the right column, the blue lines are the 

difference of the estimated phase by SST and the proposed phase function 𝜑(𝑡). It is clear that 

despite the winding issue, SST provides a consistent phase estimation. 
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Figure 4: (a) An example of determining phases of various respiratory signals by the Hilbert 

transform of the band-pass filtered respiratory signals. The band is 0.1-0.4 Hz determined by the 

dominant respiratory frequency. It is clear that the phases, and hence their derivatives, are not 

consistent from one channel to another one. More importantly, while the definition of 

instantaneous frequency is mathematically correct, physiologically it is not sensible. (b) An 

example of determining phases of various respiratory signals by the Synchrosqueezing transform 
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(SST). From left to right: the time-frequency representations of the pressure, flow, end-tidal CO2, 

and impedance signals determined by SST. (c) Top panel: the phases of four respiratory signals. 

Bottom panel: the instantaneous frequency of four respiratory signals. It is clear that the phases 

of different respiratory signals are consistent, except a global phase shift. Also, the derivatives, 

which is the instantaneous frequency by our definition, are consistent. 
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Figure 5: (a) An example of the extracted phases from three different respiratory signals, the 

instantaneous heart rate, the synchrogram, and the cardiopulmonary coupling indices determined 
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by the synchrogram. Top row, from left to right: the instantaneous heart rate (IHR), the flow 

signal, the impedance signal, and the end-tidal CO2 (EtCO2) signal. Middle row, from left to right: 

the time-frequency representation of the associated signal shown in the top row determined by 

the synchrosqueezing transform. Bottom row, from left to right: the synchrograms of the IHR and 

flow, the IHR and impedance, and the IHR and EtCO2, respectively. (b) Bland-Altman plot of the 

cardiopulmonary coupling index determined from different phase reconstruction methods and 

different respiratory signals. From left to right: the comparison of impedance and end-tidal CO2 

(EtCO2), the comparison of impedance and flow, and the comparison of EtCO2 and flow. Top row: 

the phases are determined by the Hilbert transform. Bottom row: the phases are determined by 

SST. The standard deviation of each comparison is shown in the plot. 
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Figure 6: (a) An example of estimating phases of photoplethymogram (PPG) and peripheral 

venous pressure (PVP) signals by the Hilbert transform of the band-pass filtered respiratory 
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signals. On the top panel, the band is 0.5-2 Hz determined by the dominant cardiac oscillatory 

frequency; it is clear that the phases, and hence their derivatives, are not consistent between the 

PPG and PVP signals. More importantly, while the definition of instantaneous frequency is 

mathematically correct, physiologically it is not sensible. This comes from the fact that the heart 

rate changes from one status to another during the lower body negative pressure experiment.    

(b) An example of determining phases of hemodynamics from various physiological signals by the 

Synchrosqueezing transform (SST). Top panel, from left to right: the time-frequency 

representations of the photoplethymogram (PPG) and peripheral venous pressure (PVP) signals 

determined by SST. Middle panel: the phases of PPG and PVP signals. Bottom panel: the 

instantaneous frequency of the hemodynamic oscillation determined by differentiating the 

estimated phases associated with the PPG and PVP signals. It is clear that the phases of PPG 

and PVP signals are consistent. Also, the derivatives, which is the instantaneous frequency by 

our definition, are consistent, except some unwanted spikes in the PVP signal. This comes from 

the well-known fact that the PVP signal is usually too noisy to analyze with traditional tools. 
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